1. because
2. thought
3. length
4. goes
5. dangerous
6. finally
7. curved
8. caution
9. title
10. author
11. publisher
12. illustration
13. overnight
14. sometimes
15. helps
16. field
17. stopped
18. often
19. knitting
20. excursion
21. precious
22. masts
23. excitement
Finally, Jess

When did the last show begin?

“Do you know where my shoes are?” John called from his room.

while

1st and 2nd bubbles – “Come quickly!”

did

those
to
comes
She
at least
mind, since
quickly
were
taken
Whose
the fastest
quickly
How will you make it
lunch, book and pencil case
had been an accident
49. 2nd bubble

50. Pam's dogs sometimes play with toys.